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Biography
Philip Robb heads our global Infrastructure, Energy,
Resources & Projects (IERP) practice. For more than 25
years, Philip's practice has grown and diversified with
the market. His focus is on the financing of
infrastructure, energy and major projects. Philip helps
clients structure and close financings across a range of
sectors and jurisdictions. These include project
financings, infrastructure & energy acquisitions,
re-financings, renewables financings, fund financings,
corporate facilities and secondary markets work. As
head of the practice, Philip leads an award-winning,
global team that is at the front of the market across
the IERP sectors.

Representative experience
Advising on the £600m financing of the acquisition of
three regulated water businesses on a bridge-to-bond
basis.
Advising on refinancing of two wind farm portfolios in
Ireland (aggregate debt in excess of €350,000 and on
financing of portfolio of 12 solar projects.
Advising on the transfer of an infrastructure loan
portfolio of over 250 assets
Advising on the establishment of a series of real estate
and infrastructure debt funds and on the subsequent
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acquisitions of infrastructure loans.

Industries

Advising on the multi-tranched refinancing of a UK
infrastructure asset including high yield and senior
debt tranches.

Energy and Natural Resources

Advising a leading infrastructure sponsor on facilities
and private placements in excess of £900m.
Advising the Tube Lines Consortium on the structuring
and documentation of the financing of the London
Underground PPP project (Jubilee, Northern and
Piccadilly lines).
Advising on the acquisition and refinancing of the
Arlanda rail project in Stockholm, Belfast Airport and
the Isle of Man Ferry business.

Latest thinking and events
Awards and Rankings
Hogan Lovells recognized at the IJGlobal 2020
Awards in eight categories for the second
consecutive year
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells Advises the Republic of Ecuador on
first-of-its-kind international restructuring
Hogan Lovells Publications
A Comparative Guide: Impact of COVID-19 on the
Infrastructure and Energy Sector
Brochures
International Project Finance - Make your deal a
success with us
Hogan Lovells Publications
Loan portfolio transactions and their related
financings

Financial Institutions
Diversified Industrials
Private Capital

Areas of focus
Direct Lending
Project Finance, DFI and ECA
Finance
Infrastructure/Energy M&A and Joint
Ventures
Regulated Industries and Utilities
Distressed Asset Management,
Refinancing, and Restructuring
Power: Renewable Power
Power: Transmission, Storage, Sales,
and Trading

Education and
admissions
Education
University of Cambridge

